I. INTRODUCTION
Controllability and observability are key issues in system theory. To be specific, consider a class of physical dynamical systems which are adequately modeled by ordinary differential equations with inputs u and a static read-out map h: more precisely, R = / ( x , u , t ) (1.1) y = h ( x , t ) (1.2) withx~R",u~R"~,~ER"~,t€R+,and/,hareCofunctions;/satisfie~ Lipschitz and growth conditions for existence and uniqueness of solutions on R + . The definition of uniform complete controllability for (1.1) is as follows: 3TE R + such that given any t o , initial time, and any two states xOl the initial state, and X , , the final state, there exists a control u E L;l([to* to + TI) which will steer the system (1.1) from x0 at to to x, at to + T.
Zero-input uniform complete observability is defined as: 3 T € R , such that given any to and the output of the system with zero input on [ t o . to + TI. we can determine (uniquely) the state of the system at to.
In this paper, we prove that if a system of the form (1.1), (1.2) is "close" to a linear system which is uniformly completely controllable and zero-in- 
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put observable, then the original nonlinear system is also uniformly completely controllable and zero-input observable. Further, if the linear system is only partially controllable or observable, then the original nonlinear system at least retains these partial controllability and observability properties (see Section V). These results are termed robustness results for the ,controllability and observability of linear time-vaqing systems because of the perturbational nature of the proofs and estimates about a nominal linear system.
The major mathematical tool is a solvability theorem for operator equations with a quasibounded nonlinearity due to Granas [4] which is reminiscent of the familiar small gain theorem (see [2] , for example). The heart of the theorem lies in the Rothe fixed point theorem. The use of fixed point theorems in proving global nonlinear controllability results is not nev-the hela-Ascoli theorem was used in Lukes [5] , the contraction mapping theorem by Mirza and Womack [8] Yamamoto and Sugiura [15] . Our estimates by virtue of our new technique are different from those reported in the literature (with some overlap, Theorem V.l is also proven by Lukes).' Detailed comments on how the results reported above are special cases of our theorems appear in the text of the paper.
The results of Dauer [ 171 and Aronsson [18] start from rather different assumptions from ours on the nonlinear perturbations and are not compared. We have illustrated the use of our results in this paper in the derivation of control laws during a very specific emergency, for interconnected power systems, by posing the alert state control problem as a steering problem in [ 1 11.
NOTATION
The dynamical systems that we study are differential dvnamical svscems (DDS) with finite dimensional cector spaces as input. output, and state space, respectively R",, Rn0. and R", with the representation i = f ( x , u . t ) (11.1)
where t E R -, f is a C o function from R " X R "~X R , -.Rn which is globally Lipschitz continuous in its first argument (to guarantee uniqueness of solution to (2.1) when the initial condition is given), and h is a Co function from R " X R -f R " 0 . Finite dimensional litwar dynamical systems (FDLS) with a bourlded realization are defined as differential dynamical systems of the form (11.3)$ (11.4):
(11.5)
CHARACTERIZATION OF CONTROLLABILIN FOR FINITE DIMENSIONAL LINEAR SYSTEhlS
The definitions and propositions of this section are well known. although not standardized. We restate them here to establish the terminology and notation. The definitions are d r a w from Silverman [12] , and the proofs may be found in standard books (see. e.g., [l] The burden of this paper consists of demonstrating the robustness of strong uniform complete controllubility of an FDLS in the face of nonlinear perturbations in the dynamics, both bounded and unbounded. Our methcds seem to indicate that FDLS with a smaller reachability condition number are more robust than others with a larger reachability condition number.
IV. SOLVABILITY OF AN OPERATOR EQUATION WITH A QUASIBOUNDED NONLINEARITY IN NORMED SPACES
The main mathematical tool used in the investigation of the robustness of controllability is a solvability theorem for an operator equation in normed spaces with a quasibounded nonlinearity proved in its present form by Granas [I 11 ; see also Mawhin [IS]. The heart of the theorem lies in fixed point methods in nonlinear analysis: specifically. the Rothe fixed point theorem whch we state in the Appendix. For details, the reader is referred to the excellent monograph of Smart [ 131.
Definition IV.1 (Quasibounded Maps): Given % and 9 Banach spaces with respective norms I . I x and I . I and F a map from '% to %, F is said to be quasibow1ded if the number
is finite, and this number is called the quasinorm of F. 0
Comments: I ) A continuous linear map is quasibounded and its quasinorm corre-
2) If, for instance, for some cl. c2, c,E R sponds to the usual induced norm.
I F ( X )~~< C J X~~+ C~

V X € { X : I x I~~c~} W . 2 )
(that is, (IV.2) holds for all x € X outside a ball of radius c3), then F is quasibounded and its quasinorm is less than or equal to cI. In particular, if cI = 0, then the quasinorm of F is zero. 
3) If
P ( F ) < I .
then the equation
has at least one solution for everyyE X. Proo) Let yo be an arbitrary point in X. We shall prove that 3 x o
F ( X ) = J~-F ( X ) f o r x E X
Now p ( F ) 1 implies that where 6 and rl are some constants. Choose E > 0 such that E + 6 < 1 and define r: = max( r l , 1 .~~1 /E). Now S, = ( x € X: / x I = r } is the (topological) boundaryof the ball B , = ( x E X : I x I G r } . and for XES,, we have hence.
By the definition of E, we have I F ( x ) l < l x l V X E S , .
P . 4 )
From (IV.4), F( S,) C B,. Since F i s a compact map, we have by the Rothe fixed point theorem (see Appendix) that F has at least one fixed point x,€ B,. Hence,
completing the proof. 0 Comment: Theorem IV.1 bears a resemblance to the well-known small-gain theorem in the analysis of feedback systems (see, e.g., [2] ) if the operator F were thought of as representing the plant in a unity feedback gain control system. At the cost of a topological restriction (continuous, compact) on the plant operator F (there are no topological restrictions in the small gain theorem), Theorem IV. 1 yields the existence of a bounded solution to the feedback equation (IV.3) for every y E % provided the "asymptotic gain" (quasinorm) of F is less than 1. Of course, Theorem IV. 1 contains, as a special case, the incremental small gain theorem.
v. ROBUSTNESS OF CONTROLLABILITY
A . Robustness of Strong Uniform Complete ControlIabilify under Bounded
Perturbations in the Dynamics
In this section, we consider the uniform complete controllability of the FDLS of (11.3), (11.4) whose dynamics are perturbed by a bounded C o function h: W " X R n , X R + -t 88" which is, in addition, globally Lipschitz continuous in its first argument (to assure uniqueness of solution of the resulting differential equation, given the initial condition) to give the state evolution equation of (V. 1):
i ( t ) = A ( t ) x + B ( t ) u + h ( x , u , t )
P . 1 )
Such a perturbation might arise from the study of a DDS of the form (11.1) which is, in addition, "almost linear" in the sense of (V. 1) and (V.2) above.
Theorem V.1 (Robustness of Uniform Complete Controllabilify under
Bounded Perturbations in the Dynamics): Given that the FDLS with bounded realization of (11.3) and (11.4) is strongly uniformly completely controllable over T seconds, the perturbed system represented by (V.1) and (V.2) is uniformly completely controllable over T seconds.
0
Pro08 Fix tOEW+; x o E R " theinitialstate; definexl(r).x2(t) to be the state of the FDLS and the perturbed FDLS, respectively, at time t E [ t o , ro + T ] for the same control u ( t ) . Then, we have with Ax: = x 2 -
XI
A i = A ( t ) A x + h ( x , ( t ) , u ( t ) , t ) .
A x ( t o ) = 8 , . (V.3)
To obtain a bound on I Ax( ro + T ) 1, define the continuous linear map I?
I ? ( o ) =~: o + T @ ( t o + T , T ) o ( T ) d 7 (V.4)
with 
h(+(t). 4 t h r).
From (V.2), we have
~A x ( t o + T )~~~I ?~, K o T " 2 , V u E L ; l ( [ t o , t o + T ] ) . (V.5)
Now, think of A x ( t o + T ) as the value of a (continuous) map Nxo: L;,([to, to + 71) to R " (the subscript x. emphasizing that the map N depends on x,) with
A x ( t O + T ) : = N x o ( u ) = [~i T @ ( t o + T , T ) h ( x 2 ( T ) , u (~) , T ) d T . (V.6)
Then, observe that Nx, is a quasibounded nonlinear map (actually bounded) with quasinorm 0 (independent of x o ) . Further, since
to show the uniform complete controllability of the perturbed system, we 
Comments:
1) Strictly speaking, strong uniform complete controllability of the FDLS is not required for the proof of Theorem V. 1 -uniform complete controllability suffices. where + is a C o function Iw" XR, -t R " which is globally Lipschitz continuous in its first argument [to guarantee uniqueness of solution of (V.l2)], a n d 3 y ( + ) < w a n d B ( + ) < m such that l + ( x , r ) l G y ( + ) I x l + P ( + )
VxER", V t E W + . (V.13)
As before, y(+) may be chosen arbitrarily close to the quasinorm (uniformly in t ) of +.
We start with an FDLS with a bounded realization which is strongly uniformly completely controllable over T seconds. Let Thus, if the ratio of the gain o f f to the gain of B is smaller than the inverse of the reachability condition number, then uniform complete controllability is preserved.
Outline of Proof: Let x I . x2 be defined as in the proof of Theorem V.1. Also. let A x = x z -x l . Then
A . t = A ( t ) A . x + f ( u , t ) , A x ( c 0 ) = e , ,
As in the proof of Theorem (V. 1).
Further. It is left as an easy exercise for the reader to check that the above condition implies that + is quasibounded (uniformly in t ) with quasinorm 0 so that y ( 4 ) in (V.13) can be chosen arbitrarily small. Clearly, for such systems. (V.21) is satisfied.
3) By the same logic as comment 2) after Theorem V.2. it follows that uniform complete controllability is preserved for systems of the form
.~= A ( t ) x + B ( r ) u + J . ( x , u , r )
where #: R " X W " , XR + -W " is uniformly (in t and u ) quasibounded with I4( ... u . t ) l~u (~) l . l + P ( J . ) , Vx€W". V U E R " ' , V I E W , and y ( + ) satisfies (V.21).
Clearly. the results of Theorems V.2 and V.3 can be combined to state a condition for uniform complete controllability of a system perturbed in state dynamics and control channel (the perturbation is separable as $(x. t ) + /( u . t ) unlike that allowed in Section V-C). 
A . $ = A ( t ) A . r + $ ( x z . r ) . ~.~( t~) = e , and
Further. where Cl(xo)E R, does not depend on I 1 u(.)ll, but does depend on .xo.
With this estimate, the proof follows the same lines as Theorem V. 1 with (V.20) guaranteeing that E, INxo has quasinorm < 1.
C. Robustness of Strong Uniform Complete Controllability under Quasibounded Perturbations in x and u
We examine here the uniform complete controllability over T seconds of an FDLS perturbed as in (V.23):
L = A ( t ) x + B ( t ) u + E h ( x , u , t )
(V.23)
with c E 88 and It: R " X R ", X [w + -R ' is a locally Lipschitz continuous function in x satisfying for some co and do€ LR + , V x E R ". V U E R " 8 ,
V t E R + I h ( l , u , t ) l~~o l x l +~o ! u I + d o . (V.24)
Note that such kinds of perturbations do not fit the categories mentioned in comment 2) after Theorem V.2 and comment 3) after Theorem V.3. We state results for these perturbations separately since the proof involves some modification of the techniques used for Theorems V.2 and V.3. so that Theorems V.3 and V.2 are not special cases of Theorem V.4. The details are, however, omitted (see [lo] ). Given that the FDLS is strongly uniformly controllable (in the DDS of (V.23) with E = 0), we will prove the existence of an interval I centered at 0 so that the system of (V.23) is controllable for all c E I. It is, of course, clear that FDLS can actually lose the property of complete controllability for E large, as is evidenced by the scalar system b = u + € p G ? I h ( x . u , t ) -h ( y , t . , t ) l s c o l x -y l + c o l u -O I   V x .~€ [ w " . V'u,cE[w",. V r E W , (V.28) and IE~< co defined in (V.26), the perturbed system is uniformly completely controllable. It is clear that (V.28) implies (and is stronger) than our (V.24). Alternatively, the fact that the result of [8] is a special case of our result follows from the fact that Theorem IV. I includes the case of F being a contraction map with Lipschitz constant < 1. . SUP SUP I @ ( t o +~,~o +~) ( r l l~(~) I I .
Sketch of Proof of
roEW+ T E [ O , T ]
Combine the last two inequalities and proceed as before to complete the proof of the theorem.
Remark: [ 16, Theorem 11 is also a special case of our Theorem V.4 since it considers perturbations h ( t , x , u ) with quasinorm 0, uniformly
Comment on Partial Controllability: In the instance that the original FDLS of (11.3) and (11.4) is only partially controllable on [ t o , to + TI, for instance, R( E,) = V C R " so that the reachable set from x . is the affine subspace @ ( t o + T , to)xo +V, then the foregoing proofs may be easily modified to obtain, for instance, the following. (VI.1)
The adjoint of Eo denoted by E,* is the linear map from LID([ to, to + TI)
to R " defined by
E,.u=~~+~@.(T,~~)C~(T)~'(T)~T. ( V I 4
As before, the boundedness of the realization guarantees that eo and E,.
are both continuous linear maps. Then, we have the following. 
W , [ t , , t , + T ]~V , Z I . (VI .4)
Let is be the largest vs satisfying (VI.4). StepO: S e t k = l , x : , = ( e , . e , ) -' e , . , .
Step I : Define (VII.13)
(VII.14)
where P is the orthogonal projection map from
Step 2: Set k = k + 1 and go to Step 1.
Proposition VII.1 (Convergence of Algorithm): Under the conditions of Theorem VII.2, the algorithm given above converges to a (unique) limit which is the required initial state. Proof.. The proof of convergence is along the lines of the contraction mapping theorem. Further, from (VI1.15), the limit of the sequence ( x ; ) , denoted x;, yields a trajectory x ( . ) such that Since the range of P is orthogonal to ker e:, we have, using the notation of Theorem VII. 1, Py = e,( x ; ) -I+( xgl) = 0. Equation (~11.11) guarantees that e, + l.j is one to one from R " into e,( R " ) so that y -E , ( x;) -N( x;) = 0.
Comment: Similar algorithms can be obviously stated for systems satisfying Theorem VII.2.
Comment on Zero-Input Observability: The assumption of zero input for the purposes of characterizing observability is less restrictive than it appears. The definition of complete observability with inputs is 3TE R + such that given to. the input u E L;, ([t,, to 
+ T)], and the output
Lzo([r,, to i TI), we can determine (uniquely) the state of the system at to. Clearly, the characterization of uniform complete observability with inputs for the FDLS is the same as the characterization of zero-input observability. We leave it to the reader to verify that the foregoing results for robustness of zero-input observability go through unchanged for perturbed driven systems of the form 
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